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America’s National Collections

National Archives Smithsonian Institution Library of Congress

The Smithsonian Institution—

the world’s largest museum 

and research complex —

includes 19  museums and 

galleries and the National 

Zoological Park. The total 

number of artifacts, works  of 

art and specimens in the 

Smithsonian’s collections is 

estimated at 137 million. The 

bulk  of this material—more 

than 126 million specimens and 

artifacts—is part of the National  

Museum of Natural History. In  

addition, the Smithsonian 

Libraries maintains 1.9 million 

library  volumes, including rare 

books; and 89,000 cubic feet of 

material are held in archival 

collections.

The National Archives and 

Records Administration is the 

nation’s record keeper, 

safeguarding and preserving 

the records of the United 

States Government and 

ensuring that the American 

people can discover, use, and 

learn from this documentary 

heritage. In addition to the 

Archives facilities in the 

Washington, DC area, there 

are 14 regional Archives 

facilities and 13 Presidential 

Libraries around the country. 

We have over 10 billion records 

in our holdings. Our holdings 

occupy over 4 million cubic feet 

of space and 100 terabytes of 

electronic storage.

Today's Library of Congress 

is an unparalleled world 

resource. The collection of 

more than 144 million items 

includes more than 33 million 

cataloged books and other 

print materials in 460 

languages; more than 63 

million manuscripts; the 

largest rare book collection in 

North America; and the 

world's largest collection of 

legal materials, films, maps, 

sheet music and sound 

recordings. By providing 

these materials online, those 

who may never come to 

Washington can gain access 

to the treasures of the 

nation’s library. 



Abraham Lincoln’s Hat

Smithsonian Institution

The importance of participating in 

the DPLA, and especially of 

showing the ability of three of the 

nation's public institutions to 

collaborate in making their 

collections accessible drove the 

project. For the Beta Sprint, we 

selected a small set of records 

that would show some of the 

breadth of our collections.



Each of our individual 

collections uniquely contribute 

to America's National 

Collections. In the short time of 

the Beta Sprint, it was not 

possible to build a fully working 

implementation of an interface 

to the disparate collections of 

the Smithsonian Institution, the 

Library of Congress, and the 

National Archives.

Proof of Union Service

National Archives



For the purpose of the DPLA Beta Sprint, staff from 

the Smithsonian Institution, the Library  of Congress, 

and the National Archives modeled a faceted search  

aggregator using the Smithsonian's Enterprise 

Digital Asset Network (EDAN) as a starting point.

Yankee volunteers marching into Dixie

Library of Congress



Using the Smithsonian's 

existing EDAN metadata 

schema for the proof of 

concept, staff from the 

Library of Congress and the 

National Archives selected a 

small number of records for 

manual conversion to the 

schema by Smithsonian staff. 

These records were then 

ingested into EDAN for 

display through the 

Smithsonian Collections 

Search Center to show how  

having content from each of 

our collections could interact 

on the same platform.

Guidelines for the geoLocation tag

<geoLocation>

<L1 type=[Continent | Ocean]>

<L2 type=[Country | Nation | Sea | Gulf | Bay | Sound]>

<L3 type=[State | Province | Department | Country | 

District | Republic | Sea | Gulf | Bay]>

<L4 type=[County | Island]>

<L5 type=[City | Town]>

<Other type = [anything: examples = Neighborhood, Street, 

Desert, Park, etc.]>

<points label=[text] dates=”yyyy-yyyy”>

<point>

<latitude type=[decimal | degrees]>

<longitude type=[decimal | degrees]>

</point>

<point>

<latitude type=[decimal | degrees]>

<longitude type=[decimal | degrees]>

</point>

<point>

<latitude type=[decimal | degrees]>

<longitude type=[decimal | degrees]>

</point>

</points>

</geoLocation >

<geoLocation >

Blah blah

</geoLocation >

Example of a portion of the EDAN XML schema



As part of this proof of concept, a selection of records, with associated 

digital assets were drawn from the collections of the Library of 

Congress and the National Archives. Only a small set from the Library 

of Congress and National Archives were selected to test data 

mapping.

The ten records from the Library of 

Congress were drawn from the 

Performing Arts Encyclopedia, including 

music manuscripts of composer 

Johannes Brahms and several pieces of 

19th century sheet music.

The eleven records from NARA represent 

a sampling of documents from the Online 

Public Access (OPA) system,  including 

19th-century photographs, patents, 

drawings, and correspondence.

Example searches from LC and NARA  websites



These joined the 7.44+ million records with 570,000+ images, video and 

sound files, electronic journals and other resources from the 

Smithsonian's libraries, archives & museums in a test site for the Beta 

Sprint.

MUSEUMS

Smithsonian museum 

collections

Scientific specimens as well 

as artworks and historical 

artifacts are findable through 

the Smithsonian’s Collections 

Search Center.

ARCHIVES

Smithsonian archival 

collections

Photographs, papers, online 

finding aids and other archival 

collections are available 

through the Smithsonian’s 

Collections Search Center

LIBRARIES

Smithsonian Libraries 

collections

Example search retrieving 

digital books and  other library 

collections from the 

Smithsonian’s Collections 

Search Center. 



The following two 

slides depict a 

proposed 

Conceptual and 

Technical High 

Level Architecture 

(HLA) for the 

faceted search 

aggregation used 

in the Beta Sprint.



The World Wide Web

Metadata Delivery Service

Library, Archive and Museum Systems (LAMS) Data Sets

Search Index / Metadata Repository

Tag Service Image Delivery 
Service (IDS)

DPLA
Conceptual High-Level 

Architecture for a Common 
Aggregated Search Index and 

Service Layer, Including an Image 
Delivery Service  

LoC

Data Transformation

NARA SI

Web  & Mobile Applications

User Interface(s)

http://collections.si.edu/


MDS, IDS
Handler Metadata Delivery Service (MDS)

Image Delivery Service (IDS)

Master Lucene Index / Metadata Repository
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Screen shots of a proof of concept DPLA faceted search aggregator

Library of Congress, National Archives, and Smithsonian data

1. A Digital Public Library of America Search 

Interface

2. Search results: List view with thumbnails

3. Search Results: Grid view with thumbnails

4. National Archives result, expanded record

5. Library of Congress expanded record

6. National Archives item, detail with image

7. Library of Congress item, detail with image

8. Smithsonian result, expanded record

9. Smithsonian item, detail with image





Search Results: List View



Search Results: Grid View



National Archives Result

Expanded record



Library of Congress Result

Expanded record



Smithsonian Result

Expanded record



National Archives Item

Detail record



Library of Congress Item

Detail record



Smithsonian Item

Detail record



The demonstration site for the faceted search aggregator is available at: 
http://collectionstest.si.edu/search-dpla/

(login: dpla/review)

The demonstration site will be available through 1 November 2011

http://collectionstest.si.edu/search-dpla/
http://collectionstest.si.edu/search-dpla/
http://collectionstest.si.edu/search-dpla/


Image and site credits: Proof of Union Service (NARA) ~ Yankee volunteers marching into 
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http://americanhistory.si.edu/exhibitions/small_exhibition.cfm?key=1267&exkey=143&pagekey=24
http://collections.si.edu/search/
http://research.archives.gov/search?v:project=opa&v:frame=form&newquery=2&query=&
http://research.archives.gov/search?v:project=opa&v:frame=form&newquery=2&query=&
http://research.archives.gov/search?v:project=opa&v:frame=form&newquery=2&query=&
http://research.archives.gov/search?v:project=opa&v:frame=form&newquery=2&query=&
http://research.archives.gov/search?v:project=opa&v:frame=form&newquery=2&query=&
http://www.loc.gov/library/libarch-digital.html
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